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Abstract Augmenting the global ranking based on the linkage structure of the Web is one of the popular approaches in data
engineering community today for enhancing the search and ranking quality of Web information systems. This is typically done
through automated learning of user interests and re-ranking of search results through semantic based personalization. In this
paper, we propose a query context window (QCW) based framework for Selective uT ilization of search history in personalized leArning and re-Ranking (STAR). We conduct extensive experiments to compare our STAR approach with the popular
directory-based search methods (e.g., Google Directory search) and the general model of most existing re-ranking schemes of
personalized search. Our experimental results show that the proposed STAR framework can effectively capture user-specific
query-dependent personalization and improve the accuracy of personalized search over existing approaches.
Key words Personalized search, search interests, hierarchical semantic similarity.

1. Introduction

and fails to capture the changing behavior of the users. Furthermore,
most of existing long-term interests based personalization using the

Encoding human search experiences and personalizing the search

entire recent and previous search histories fails to distinguish the

result delivery through ranking optimization is a popular approach

relevant search history from irrelevant search history [4], [18], [30],

in recent data engineering field to enhancing the result quality of

making it harder to be an effective measure alone for search person-

Web search and user exprience with the Web today. Although

alization.

the general Web search today is still performed and delivered

Bearing in mind of these observations, our ST AR framework ad-

predominantly through search algorithms, e.g., Google’s PageR-

vocates three design principles for rank optimization. First, we de-

ank [17] based query independent ranking algorithms, the inter-

vise a so-called query context window (QCW) model to capture the

ests in improving global notion of importance in ranking search

user’s search behavior through a collection of her per-query based

results by creating personalized view of importance have been

click-through data. Second, we develop a query-to-query similarity

growing over the recent years. We categorize the research ef-

model to distinguish the relevant search memories of personalized

forts on personalized search into three classes of strategies: 1)

search behavior from irrelevant ones in the QCW of each user, re-

query modification or augmentation [3], [26], 2) link-based score

ducing the noises incurred by using either a recent fragment or the

personalization [8], [9], [15], [17], [19], [22], and 3) search result re-

entire QCW. Third, we develop a fading memory based weight func-

ranking [4], [5], [12], [14], [26], [29], [30]. A general process of re-

tion to carefully combine the frequency of relevant search behavior

ranking is to devise efficient mechanisms to re-order the search re-

(long term interests) with the most recent search behavior (short

sult ranking using the global importance by personalized ranking

term interests). To show the effectiveness of our STAR frame-

criteria. Such criteria are typically derived from the modeling of

work in quality enhancement of personalized search, we propose

users’ search behavior and interests.

length and depth based hierarchical semantic similarity metrics and

In this paper, we develop a rank optimization framework (STAR)

compare the effectiveness of four re-ranking strategies: 1) naı̈ve

that promotes Selective uT ilization of search history for personal-

re-ranking that is query and time independent; 2) relevant search

ized leArning and re-Ranking. Our STAR framework consists of

memory based re-ranking that is query dependent but time indepen-

three design principles and a suite of algorithms for learning and

dent; 3) fading memory based re-ranking that is time dependent but

encoding user’s short-term and long-term search interests and re-

query independent; and 4) hybrid re-ranking that is both query and

ranking of search results through a careful combination of recent

time dependent. Our experiments show that the hybrid re-ranking

and previous search histories. We show that even though short-term

scheme can effectively combine the previous and recent memories

interests based personalization using the most recent search histo-

through a smooth and gradually fading memory based weighting

ries may be effective at times [15], [25], [26], it is generally unstable

function. More importantly, our experimental results show that the

proposed STAR framework for personalized search and re-ranking
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can effectively capture user-specific query-dependent personalizaQuery

tion preference and significantly improve the accuracy of personal-

Engine

ized search over the popular directory-based search methods (e.g.,
Google Directory search) and the general model of most existing
re-ranking schemes of personalized search. We also show the variations in performance among queries with different search goals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

The

overview of our STAR framework is presented in Section 2.. Then,
we discuss building QCW based user profiles and designing re-rank
strategies in Section 3. and Section 4. respectively. Experimental
results will be given in Section 5.. Related works are reviewed in
Section 6.. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7..

2. The STAR Framework Overview
The goal of the STAR framework is to design a semantic rich user
profile model to capture the query context and the search behavior
of each user and intelligently utilize such user profiles to enhance
the quality of personalized search by effectively re-ranking of the
search results returned from a general purpose search engine for a
given query. Figure 1 gives a sketch of the STAR framework, consisting of three main components.
The first component is the text classification module that performs hierarchical Web page classification. The popular way is
to classify the documents into a pre-exist directory-based ontology,
such as Yahoo! Directory [11], ODP (http://dmoz.org) [27], to name
a few. Some studies [1], [10], [16] preferred to building their own
ontology. Thanks for the fact that hierarchical text classification
is well studied in the field of text processing, in the first prototype
design of our STAR framework, we directly utilize the classified
search results from Google Directory search.
The second component is the context aware learning of user’s
search behavior. We utilize the per-query based click-through data
to capture query dependent context and search behavior and develop
the query context window (QCW) model to encode such leaning
process. By automatically generating QCW based user query profiles, the user learning module automatically captures the query dependent context of user search behavior. For example, our approach
focuses on the user’s visited search results (Web pages) which supply us with not only what kind of content a user is interested in
(topics) but also how much the user is interested in them (click frequency).
The third component is the query and time dependent, hybrid reranking scheme that produces a new user-centric, query dependent
rank list for each user query through three step process. First, it
selects the relevant click records from the entire QCW of a user
through the query-to-query similarity analysis. Second, it combines the recent search memories with the previous search memories through applying a fading memory based weighting function
over the selected QCW click records of a user. Finally, it employs
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Fig. 1 Overview of the STAR framework

hierarchical semantic similarity measures to compute the personalized ranking of the search results returned from a general search
engine. In the subsequent sections we will focus on the technical
detail of the user learning module and the re-rank module.

3. QCW Based User Learning Module
Our STAR framework devises the query context window (QCW)
to encode the user specific and query dependent search behavior. Given a user, her query context window consists of m querydependent context click records, denoted as u1 , u2 , . . . , um . Each
click record in the QCW is composed of the submitted query, the
topics associated with the click search results, the click frequency
of each topic, and the returned search results of the given query. The
topics are extracted from Google Directory, structured as a hierarchical tree, so that each click record has its own tree. This topic tree
records the click behavior of a user on a specific query, which can
tell us what kind of topics a user is interested in. The click frequency
is an interest score representing how much the user is interested in
this topic. The topic trees in all click records store user’s interests.
To help us choose relevant QCW click records given an input query,
the search results (P 1, P 2, . . . , P N ) responding to a past query are
stored in the Search Result Buffer (SRB). The technical details of
click record selection are in the next section. Moreover, we implement each QCW as a queue. The tail of the queue holds most
recently requested queries, while its head holds the least recently requested queries. When a new query is submitted, the corresponding
record is added to the tail of the queue and the user model (QCW)
is updated accordingly. This queue keeps the chronological order
of different click records, which can easily differ the recent and old
search histories for re-ranking strategies.
Figure 2 shows an example of QCW with three context records,
each corresponds to one query and its context encoding of the
query dependent click-through data. For example, a user inputs a
query “Disneyland” to Google Directory search engine, and then
she clicks some search results. Record 3 in Figure 2 will store the
input query “Disneyland” as a root node followed by the clicked topics. The search results are kept in the SRB. Node F is represented
by the [T hemeP arks, 6] which means the user has clicked some
search results associated with the topic “T hemeP arks” six times
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Fig. 2 Query Context Window: click records are queued up in a chronological order

in this search. In addition, for each topic, we store the top four depth

of combining them. Up to now it has not been possible to prove

of its full path in Google Directory in a record. For example, the

that any of these measures outperforms all others in a large set of

node F is actually stored as the [\Recreation \ T hemeP arks].

experiments [33].

4. The Re-rank Module

In our case, it is intuitive to use the term overlap between two
queries as a similarity measure (e.g., previous queries having com-

The QCW based re-ranking module needs to address three key

mon terms with the input query are naturally recommended as al-

challenges. First, how to select relevant context records from the

ternatives). However, only a couple of keywords are used in defin-

entire QCW given a user query. In other words, given a user and

ing Web queries [31]. It is possible that queries may be identical

her current query, do all the context records in the QCW of the user

or phrased differently with different terms but for the same infor-

equally reflect the user’s current search interest? If not, which click

mation needs. Consider the example of two queries, “IRS (Inter-

records have higher probability in reflecting the current interests?

nal Revenue Service) form” and “file taxes online”. Although they

Obviously if the user’s current search interest is related to her short-

have no terms in common, both of them concern the application of

term interests, the most recent context records are most likely to

filing taxes. The similarity between the two queries can be induced

be useful. If the current user’s search interest happens to be re-

from the overlap of the two lists of search results (URLs) returned.

lated also to her long-term interests, which means that the user has

Clearly, the query-result-vectors present a better similarity metric

clicked the related topics often in the past, then both previous and

than query term-vectors [21]. As thus, using the query result URL

recent memories are useful. Thus the second challenge is whether

to encode each search result, we formally define the query-to-query

all the selected query-relevant context records play the same role

similarity measure as follows:

in re-ranking the search results of the current query. If not, how
to determine the weights of the selection of query-relevant context

Q(q ui , qin ) =

SRBui ∩ P qin
.
SRBui ∪ P qin

(1)

records? Finally, given the weighting function that combines previ-

Given the past query q ui in the click record ui of a QCW-based

ous and recent memories relevant to the current query, what is the

user profile and the current input query qin , we can get the URL set

most effective mechanism to compute the similarity of the current

of search results of q ui from the search result buffer SRBui of the

query results with the selected QCW click records and how should

click record ui , and the URL set of search results P qin of qin from

we re-order the search results according to the similarity measures?

the current search. The similarity between the two queries is esti-

In the subsequent sections, we will address each of these three chal-

mated to the fraction of the intersection of the two URL sets (i.e.,

lenges in detail.

SRBui and P qin ). Our query-to-query similarity measure states

In the remaining of the paper, we use calligraphic upper-case al-

that the more URLs two queries have in common in their result sets,

phabets to represent sets. The elements of a set are denoted by lower

the more similar they are. The value of the defined similarity be-

case alphabets. For example, U is the set of click records in QCW

tween two queries lies in the range [0, 1]: 1 if they have exactly the

and ui is an element (click record) of U. |U| is the cardinality of the

same URLs, and 0 if they have no URLs in common. In our ex-

set U.

periments, URL similarity is measured by their host name. Though

4. 1 Selecting Relevant Click Records

our URL-based query to query similarity measure is simple and in-

Given a new input query, we first select the relevant QCW click

tuitive, our experiments show that it can effectively extract relevant

records where the encoded queries are similar to the current input

click records from QCW. We would like to note that our STAR

query by using a query-to-query similarity measure. Estimating the

framework can easily incorporate other similarity and specificity

similarity (relatedness) between queries has a long history in tradi-

measures. Due to the space constraint and the fact that this paper

tional Information Retrieval [6], [21], [32]. It is still hot and active

focuses on combining query-to-query similarity with long and short

in various topics of Web Information Retrieval [2], [7], [31]. One of

term memory functions to improve the re-ranking of search results,

the lessons learned in the Information Retrieval area is that there are

we omit the further discussion on more complex query to query sim-

various similarity and specificity measures as well as various ways

ilarity measures.

4. 2 Weighing Relevant Click Records

search result is classified to a topic, so we first compute the hierar-

Equation 1 answers the first question that is how to select rele-

chical similarity score between each topic tuj i in T ui and the topic

vant context records from the entire QCW given a user query, which

of pqkin , and then combine all the scores of the topics in T ui . We

can select semantic similar queries, and then the user context with

exploit the structural similarity among the related topics by consid-

these queries in QCW is relevant to the current user’s information

ering the length-depth hybrid hierarchical similarity measures (i.e.,

need phrased as the input query. Here, we address the second chal-

Equation 7-8) [13] since the length based (i.e., Equation 3-4) and

lenge that is whether all the selected query-relevant context records

the depth based (i.e., Equation 5-6) have their own shortcomings.

play the same role in search results re-ranking. These selected click

Let h be the depth of the subsumer (the deepest node common to

records are the collection of user’s previous and recent search be-

two nodes), l be the shortest path length between two topics, and M

haviors which reflect her interests. We assume that the user’s inter-

be the maximum depth of topic directory possessed by a QCW click

ests will gradually decay as time goes on, so we assign more weights

record.

to more recent QCW click records and decreasing weights to older

1) Length-based Topic Similarity Measure

QCW click records to further improve the accuracy of the personal-

The length-based measure is intuitive and considers the shortest

ized search using a fading memory based weight function, defined

path length between two topics (nodes) alone. We present the

as follows:

length-based measure in its linear and exponential form as follows:
log2
− hf
·(|U |−i)
·|U |

F (ui ) = e

,

(2)

where hf is a half fading parameter. In our experiments, hf is set in

L1 ≡ HS(tuj i , pqkin ) = 2 · M − l ,
L2 ≡

HS(tuj i , pqkin )

−0.25·l

= e

.

(3)
(4)

the range [0.1, 1]. After the click record ui is selected as relevant ac-

Clearly, Equation 3 is a linear function of the shortest path length

cording to the similarity between its q ui and the current input query

between two topics (nodes) and Equation 4 measures the same using

qin , its effect on the quality of personalized search (i.e., F (ui )) de-

a nonlinear function. Consider the example in Figure 2, given node

pends on its temporal order. For example, if the click record ui is

A and node B in Record 1 of Figure 2, the length between them

located in the middle of the whole QCW (i.e., in the center of the

is 2, so their similarity values computed by L1 and L2 are 6 and

oldest memory and the most recent memory, namely i=|U|/2), its ef-

0.6065 respectively. The main drawback of the naı̈ve length-based

fect will be reduced by 1/2 when hf =0.5. With increasing the value

similarity is that it overlooks the depth of the subsumer.

of hf , the rate of fading becomes slow and the weights on previous

2) Depth-based Topic Similarity Measure

memories increase. In our STAR framework, this fading memory

An obvious alternative topic similarity measure is to consider the

function is a key metric to unify the user’s long-term and short-term

depth of subsumer information instead. The following two depth

interests encoded in the QCW click records by assigning different

based equations use linear and nonlinear functions respectively to

weights to these click records appearing in different temporal order.

measure the topic similarity of the current user search query with

4. 3 Capturing Search Interests
We have defined the query-to-query similarity and the fading
memory based weight function for selecting QCW click records
related to the current search interest of a user. After the relevant
QCW click records and their weights are determined, the topics in
these QCW click records are reflecting the user’s current search interests. Now we can devise a re-ranking mechanism to re-order the
search results by putting those that are more similar to the selected
topics closer to the top of the final re-ordered rank list. In other
words, given one of search results of the input query qin , (e.g., pqkin ,
the kth search result) and the set of weighted relevant QCW click
records, we calculate the similarity between them. The higher similarity score pqkin is getting in comparison with the results of historical queries of the same user, the higher position it will be placed in
the final ranked result list. In our STAR framework, the topics in
the relevant QCW click records are structured in a semantic concept
hierarchy as shown in Figure 2. Hierarchical similarity measures
can be used to assess the similarity between the related topics and

her previous queries, defined as:
D1 ≡ HS(tuj i , pqkin ) = 0.05 · (2 · M − l) + h ,
D2 ≡ HS(tuj i , pqkin ) =

(6)

Although Equation 5 uses the length in its definition, it gives relatively much heavier weight on the depth (1 vs. 0.05). Therefore, we
classify it into depth-based metrics. Equation 6 is the transformation
of the depth of the subsumer through a nonlinear function. Using
node A and node B in Record 1 as an example again, the depth of
their subsumer is 1 (i.e., Query(Root) node), so the similarity values computed by D1 and D2 are 1.3 and 0.1489 respectively. It is
easy to understand that using the depth information alone is also not
optimal. Consequently, we consider the combination of length and
depth used in the hierarchical semantic similarity.
3) Length and Depth Combined Topic Similarity Measure
Motivated by the strength and weakness of length and depth based
approaches, we use a careful combination of depth and length based
similarity measure defined as follows:

the search results of the given query.
There are a set of topics T ui in the click record ui and each

e0.15·h − e−0.15·h
.
e0.15·h + e−0.15·h

(5)

C1 ≡ HS(tuj i , pqkin ) =

2·h
,
l+2·h

(7)

C2 ≡ HS(tuj i , pqkin ) = e−0.2·l ·

e0.6·h − e−0.6·h
.
e0.6·h + e−0.6·h

(8)

query. The similarity scores of past queries with a search result pqkin
are summed together and divided by the number of click records

Equation 7 is a simple linear transformation function of the length

(|U|) in U. There is no selection of relevant click records and no

and the depth, while Equation 8 transfers the length and the depth

temporal order based weighting in “Strategy 1”, which means all

by a nonlinear function and then combines them by multiplication.

the past histories (click records) are related to a user’s current query.

The similarity values between node A and node B in Record 1 cal-

This simple weighting schemes suffers from the problems that it

culated by C1 and C2 are 0.36 and 0.5 respectively. We expect

produces a global but weak description of user’s current search in-

that the combination can work well for common cases since using

terests. As we discussed in Section 1., the entire QCW includes

depth or length alone has its shortcomings in some conditions. The

noisy memories unrelated to the current query and only those that

parameters used in these equations weighs the depth and length. In

are related to the current search interests are important. We should

this paper, we do not address how to get the best weights which is

therefore assign much weight on them, and ignore other noisy mem-

well discussed in [13].

ories of QCW. Most of re-ranking based Web search personaliza-

The above six equations define the similarity between two topics

tion methods in the literature [4], [5], [12], [14], [18], [26], [27], [30]

(nodes), which we use, in combination with the query to query sim-

have commonly used all available user context to get some improve-

ilarity measure, to capture the similarity of a user’s current search

ment. “Strategy 1” can represent the general idea of these methods,

behavior with her previous search behavior. A QCW click record

compared with the following three strategies.

may record more than one topic depending a user’s click behavior.

2)Strategy 2 − Query dependent scheme

We further define the similarity between a QCW click record ui and
a search result pqkin as:
S(ui , pqkin )

=

X

1
|T ui |

P

HS(tuj i .pqkin )

u

tj i ∈T ui

u

cj i ∈C ui

·

cuj i

cuj i

S2 (U, pqkin ) =
,

1
|U|

(9)

X Q(q

ui

, qin ) · S(ui , pqkin ) .

(11)

ui ∈U

We define the “Strategy 2” as a query dependent and time indepencuj i

dent strategy, which is selective about which click records of QCW

representing the interest score of the topic j in ui . The larger an

to use according to the current query qin by using the query-to-

interest score is, the more interested the user is in one topic. In this

query similarity Q(q ui , qin ) to weight these click records. Tan et

paper, we use click frequency as the interest score. We obtain a

al. [29] did preliminary discussion on query-dependent selection of

normalized version by dividing this score by the sum of the inter-

user profile. However, their work is in the context of only exploit-

est scores of all the topics in ui . Then we sum all the normalized

ing long-term search histories of users and ignores the changes of

weighted hierarchical similarity scores of the topics in ui with a

user’s interests with time. For example, if a Web user used the query

search result. Moreover, the number of topics stored in each click

“Python” to get information on snake ago, and now she is interested

record depends on user’s click behavior. The more clicked topics

in Python programming language and search related programming

in a click record, the click record may gain larger similarity scores.

skills on the Web. When she inputs “Python” on a search engine

Due to the collective strength of these topics, although each clicked

again, it is reasonable to think that the recent search histories on

topic in it may have a relatively small score, the sum of these scores

Python in the field of computer science are more important than the

will effect the re-ranking quality. We further normalize the sum of

previously clicked Web pages on snakes.

hierarchical similarity scores through dividing it by the number of

3)Strategy 3 − Time dependent scheme

where each topic

tuj i

in T

ui

is weighted by its corresponding

topics stored in a click record |T

ui

|.

4. 4 QCW Based Re-ranking

S3 (U, pqkin ) =

In this section we will describe how to use all the selected relevant
QCW click records of the given user to re-order the search results of

1
|U|

X F (u ) · S(u , p
i

i

qin
k ).

(12)

ui ∈U

“Strategy 3” strengthens recent memories and weakens the effect

her current query. To provide a better understanding of the effects

of previous memories by applying the fading function F (ui ) to

of different factors on the quality of our hybrid re-ranking optimiza-

each QCW click record without the selection of relevant contexts

tion, we consider rhe following four re-ranking strategies.

in terms of the input query like “Strategy 2”. If hf is set to a very

1) Strategy 1 − Query and time independent scheme

small value, the previous memories cannot have an influential effect

S1 (U, pqkin )

1
=
|U|

X S(u , p
i

on re-ranking. Then for simplicity we can think that in this case
qin
k ).

(10)

ui ∈U

the quality of “Strategy 3” is largely based on the recent memories and ignores the previous memories even if these old memories

“Strategy 1” is query and time independent, a naı̈ve strategy, which

are related to the current query. Researches [15], [25], [26] empha-

defines an equal weighting strategy. Click records of different past

size that the most recent search is most directly close to the user’s

queries are assigned equal weights regardless of the current input

current information need, which can be regarded as a special case

where hf is close to zero in “Strategy 3”. The retrieval quality im-

be interfered by Record 1 and cannot benefit much from the rele-

proved by their approaches are heavily relied on accurately detect-

vant Record 2 and Record 3. Based on the selected relevant click

ing session boundaries, such that only those searches within the ses-

records, “Strategy 4” can not only select the relevant Record 2 and

sion are used as relevant search histories. Properly finding session

Record 3, but also assign greater weight on Record 3 than Record 2

boundaries is non-trivial, so they determined the session boundary

by using Equation 2 because Record 3 is more recently added into

by manual or using 30 minutes, a well-known threshold. Based on

QCW than Record 2. In the following experiments, we will evaluate

these discussions, we think the combination of query-dependent and

the effectiveness of the four re-rank strategies utilized in our STAR

time-dependent strategy would be more effective in a general Web

framework.

search.
4) Strategy 4 − Query and time dependent scheme

S4 (U, pqkin ) =

1
|U|

X F (u )·Q(q
i

5. Experiments
5. 1 Experiment Setup

ui

, qin )·S(ui , pqkin ) .(13)

ui ∈U

The goal of this paper is to achieve a personalized ranking by
scoring the similarity between a user profile and the returned search

“Strategy 4” is both query and time dependent, a hybrid strategy.

results. Instead of creating our own Web search engine, we retrieve

As we know, users have their own characteristics of search behav-

results from Google Directory search engine and use them as a base-

ior. If a user always likes phrasing general queries which cover a

line in the following evaluation. Moreover, as discussed in [23], in-

number of various topics, her whole search histories would be use-

formational queries (IQ) are such queries where the user does not

ful like “Strategy 1”. If a user major in some field, e.g., Informa-

have a special page in mind and intends to find out Web pages re-

tion Retrieval, likes to frequently search the latest technical reports

lated to a topic. We further classified the goal of IQ into three cat-

, this interest can be captured and then the search histories on IR

egories: new IQ, semi-new IQ, and repeated IQ. A query is a new

can be extracted from her whole histories using “Strategy 2”. If

IQ if a user never searches such a topic before. It means that we

all the searches of a user are related to different information needs

cannot get the relevant search histories. A semi-new IQ has similar

and there is no relatedness between these information needs, we

topical contents with some of the user’s search histories. A repeated

cannot learn her long-term interests which should be consistent and

IQ refers to the query by which the user has already obtained the

accumulated by experiences over a long time period. In this case,

desired information, and is searching for it again. The following

recent-memory based strategy like the time dependent “Strategy 3”

experiments will evaluate the performances of the semi-new and re-

is effective. If the query input by a user may have no relevance with

peated IQs since our STAR framework wants to use the previous

her search history, the current general search engines are doing a

relevant memories to enhance the current search. For new IQs, col-

good job and then no personalization is needed. To handle the most

laborative information retrieval will be an interesting direction in

general case where we have many kinds of Web users and users will

our future work. The evaluation of our framework is a challenge

show different search behaviors, “Strategy 4” is designed to select

because currently there are no suitable query log data sets as a pub-

ui

relevant click records Q(q , qin ), but also assign greater weights

lic benchmark. We created our own two data sets: a real one and a

to the more recent click records F (ui ).

synthetic one.

Given one of the four strategies, a new relevant score will be cal-

The real data set [12] was collected over a ten-day period (From

culated for each of search results. We output the list of the search

October 23rd, 2006, to November 1st, 2006). Twelve users are

results in order of their assigned scores. We use a concrete example

invited to search through our framework and judge whether the

to further discern the four re-ranking strategies. Recall Figure 2,

clicked results are relevant or not. They are graduate students (5

given the query “Disneyland”, we assume that the relevant click

females and 7 males). Users were asked to input search queries

records are Record 2 and Record 3 in Figure 2 which includes topics

related to their professional knowledge in the first four days, and

like “Theme Parks”, “Travel”, “Music” and so on. This assumption

search queries related to their hobbies in the next three days. Then,

means that the query-to-query similarity scores (Equation 1) of the

in the last three days, each user is requested to repeat some searches

two click records are not zero. “Strategy 1” will use all the click

with the queries entered in the previous days. We got a log of about

records to re-rank search results, so that if there are unrelated Web

300 queries averaging 25 queries per subject and about 1200 records

pages about “Computer” or “Business” in the search results, they

of the pages the users clicked in total. The size of this real data set

will be considered related to the input query, thus lowering the re-

is relatively small because the click data collection and users’ judg-

trieval accuracy. “Strategy 2” with the help of Equation 1 can iden-

ments are labor intensive.

tify Record 2 and Record 3 as relevant click records, thus expelling

5. 2 Evaluation Measure

the noisy Record 1 from the re-ranking scheme. Although “Strat-

Precision is a standard measure in the field of information re-

egy 3” gives less weights to Record 1 than Record 2 and Record 3,

trieval. We calculate a normalized precision because we test 30

Record 1 is not the relevant click record. Thus, this strategy will

queries. First, the average precision of a single query is defined

L1
L2

0.16

D1

0.14

D2
C1

0.12

C2
0.1
0.08
Strategy 1

Strategy 2

Strategy 3

Strategy 4

Normalized average precision
difference

Normalized average precision
difference

0.2
0.18

0.2
L1

0.18

L2

0.16

D1

0.14

D2

0.12

C1
C2

0.1
0.08
Strategy 1

Strategy 2

(a) Semi-new IQ

(b)

Strategy 3

Strategy 4

Repeated IQ

Fig. 3 The improvement difference value of our strategy on real data set
Table 1 The improvement percentage of our strategy
Measure
L1
L2
D1
D2
C1
C2

P
P @N =
P
AvgP = P

Semi-new IQ (%)
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
23.10
22.04
27.07
22.50
23.93
22.83
25.61
26.49
25.71
27.13
28.78
26.64

Strategy 1
21.17
21.72
24.14
24.61
24.92
25.50

Strategy 4
24.11
35.00
25.60
29.34
34.35
34.88

as:

Measure
L1
L2
D1
D2
C1
C2

Strategy 1
40.27
42.36
50.42
54.19
55.95
56.93

Repeated IQ (%)
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
51.43
46.18
65.43
47.99
54.85
52.41
63.67
60.20
57.72
61.92
66.71
61.92

Strategy 4
59.67
69.53
63.54
68.54
72.16
75.00

agely produces better results than the “Strategy 1” and “Strategy 3”.

q
pkin ∈P qin &k<
=N

spqkin

N
P @k · spqkin
qin .
q
p in ∈P qin spk

In Figure 3 and Table 1 the improvement of repeated IQs in is more
,

N
k=1

(14)
(15)

k

obvious than those of semi-new IQs. The larger improvement of repeated IQs shows that our re-rank strategies can effectively retrieve
the Web pages previously clicked by users since these queries have

spqkin is the user’s judgment on the kth search result of the query qin

been submitted before and user’s click behavior has been stored in

and it has two values, 0 for “irrelevant” and 1 for “relevant”. P @N

our QCW.

evaluates the performance at a given cut-off rank, considering only

Moreover, in Figure 3 and in Table 1 we observed that the similar-

the top N results returned by the system (e.g., N=15). For a single

ity measures using nonlinear transformation function (i.e., L2, D2,

query, average precision is defined as the average of the P @k val-

and C2 shown in orange columns) generally produce better perfor-

ues for all relevant documents (k=1, · · ·, N ). We divide the sum of

mance that the similarity measures using linear transformation (i.e.,

the AvgP values of all the queries by the number of testing queries

L1, D1, and C1 shown in blue columns). C2, the combination of

(i.e., 30), which represents the normalized average precision

length and depth with nonlinear transformation, generates the high-

and is used as one of our evaluation measures.

est improvement among all the six measures. Length-based nolin-

5. 3 Results and Discussions

ear measure L2 largely increases its performance in “Strategy 2”

In the real data set, the queries in the last three days are regarded

and “Strategy 4”. The two strategies using Equation 1 select rel-

as repeated IQs. The first seven-day click-through data is divided

evant click records given an input query and filter some irrelevant

into two parts (odd-day and even-day) as semi-new informational

records. Therefore, using length information alone can gain compa-

searches. One is for setting up the QCW user profile and the other

rable performance with C2. In a word, “Strategy 4” with C2 pro-

is for re-ranking search results based on the learned user profile, and

duces the largest improvement, e.g., its improvements over baseline

then the two parts are exchanged to run the evaluation once again.

are 34.88% and 75% for semi-new IQs and repeated IQs respec-

Here, we set M to be 5 and hf · |U| to be 20.

tively.

In Figure 3 and Table 1, we summarize the performance of the

From the results, we can say that re-ranking of search results

proposed four re-rank strategies according to different hierarchi-

through semantic based personalization actually can enhance the

cal semantic measures. “Normalized average precision difference”

general search. We also confirm that there are two critical fac-

means the difference value between our strategy and the baseline

tors: (1) the query-to-query similarity which captures the long term

and “Normalized average precision % ” represents the improvement

search interests of a user (query dependent), and (2) the most recent

percentage of our strategy over the baseline. The experimental re-

search interest which reflects the short term search behavior of a

sults show that the proposed user-context aware re-rank strategies

user (time dependent). The two factors indicate that both short-term

are more effective than the baseline. “Strategy 1”, representing the

and long-term memories contribute to the improvement.

general idea of most existing personalized re-ranking schemes, is

6. Related Work

inferior to other three strategies. Among the proposed four re-rank
strategies, the “Strategy 4” broadly shows the best performance.

In this section we give a brief overview of some related works in

The “Strategy 2” with selective utilization of user profiles, aver-

the literature of personalized search. There are two kinds of con-

text information we can use to model search experience and capture user search histories. One is short-term context, which emphasizes that the most recent search is most directly close to the user’s
current information need [15], [25], [26]. Successive searches in a
session usually have the same information need. Detecting a session boundary, however, is a difficult task. The other is long-term
context, which generally assumes that users will hold their interests over a relatively long time. It means that any search in the
past may have some effect on the current search [4], [14], [18], [30].
These studies commonly used all available contexts as a whole
to improve the search result quality and ranking.

Preliminary

discussion on this problem in [29] is in the context of only exploiting long-term search history of users. In addition, several
researchers have used taxonomic hierarchy (a simple directorybased ontology) is used to represent user’s interests in the Web
search [4], [10], [16], [18], [20], [24]. However, very few has taken
into consideration the hierarchical structure of the directory-based
ontology when calculating similarity values between current search
of a user and her search history. Chirita et al. [4] using hierarchical
semantic measure, however, required users to manually select topics
they are interested in. A unique characteristics of our STAR framework is the development of a selective use of personalized search
history and a combination of long term and short term user search
histories in rank optimization of personalized search.

7. Conclusions
We presented a STAR framework for selective utilization of user
search behaviors for personalized learning and re-ranking. We designed a novel user search profile called query context window
(QCW) to record the search behavior of a user. We developed
a query-to-query similarity model and the fading memory based
weight function. We showed how our STAR framework carefully
chose and weighed the relevant click records as useful user context
given an input query and how we applied hierarchical semantic similarity measures in our re-rank strategies. The experimental results
show that STAR approach to personalized search and re-ranking
approach can effectively learn user-specific query-dependent personalization preference and significantly improve the accuracy of
personalized search over the most existing personalized re-rankings.
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